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Abstract. Emotional intelligence is one of the key parts of human intel-
ligence. Exploring how to endow conversation models with emotional
intelligence is a recent research hotspot. Although several emotional con-
versation approaches have been introduced, none of these methods were
able to decide an appropriate emotion category for the response. We pro-
pose a new neural conversation model which is able to produce reasonable
emotion interaction and generate emotional expressions. Experiments
show that our proposed approaches can generate appropriate emotion
and yield significant improvements over the baseline methods in emo-
tional conversation.
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1 Introduction

The ability of a computer to converse in a natural and coherent manner with
humans has long been held as one of the primary objectives of artificial intel-
ligence, yet conventional dialog systems continue to face challenges in emotion
understanding and expression.

In the past, the research on emotional response generation focused on
the domain-specific, task-oriented dialogue systems. These methods are mainly
based on some hand-crafted emotion inference rules to choose a reasonable strat-
egy, and retrieve a suitable pre-designed template for response generation.

However, these approaches are not suitable for open-domain chatterbot, since
there are large amount of topics and more complex emotion states in chitchat
conversation. For instance, if the user says “my cat died yesterday”, it is reason-
able to generate response like “so sorry to hear that” to express sadness, also
it is appropriate to generate response like “bad things always happen, I hope
you will be happy soon” to comfort the user. Although some neural network
based methods for open-domain emotional conversation [3,17,18,20] have been
proposed recently, yet these approaches mainly focused in generating emotional
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expressions and none of them provide a mechanism to determine which emotion
category is appropriate for response generation.

This paper presents two kinds of emotion sensitive conditional variational
autoencoder (EsCVAE) structure for determining a reasonable emotion category
for response generation. Just the same as children learn to converse emotionally
through imitation, the principle idea is to model the emotion interaction patterns
from large-scale dialogue corpus as some kind of distribution, and sample from
this emotion interaction distribution to decide what kind of emotion should be
expressed when generating responses.

As far as we know, this is the first work to determine an appropriate emotion
category for current large-scale conversation generation model. To sum up, our
contributions are as follows:

– We propose the EsCVAE-I and EsCVAE-II model to learn to automatically
specify a reasonable emotion category for response generation. Experiments
show that our proposed approaches yield significant improvements over the
baseline methods.

– We show that there are some frequent emotion interaction patterns in humans
dialogue (e.g. happiness-like, angry-disgust), and our models are able to learn
such frequent patterns and apply it to emotional conversation generation.

2 Related Work

2.1 Conversation Generation

In recent years, there is a surge of research interest in dialogue system. Due to the
development of deep neural network, learning a response generation model within
a machine translation (MT) framework from large-scale social conversation cor-
pus becomes possible. Following the principle idea of sequence-to-sequence archi-
tecture, recurrent network based models [11,16] and VAE based models [2,10]
were successively proposed. The basic idea of VAE is to firstly encode the input
x into a probability distribution z, and then to apply a decoder network to
reconstruct the original input x using samples from z.

To better control the generative process, the conditional variational autoen-
coder (CVAE) [4,12] is recently introduced to generate diverse texts conditioned
on certain attributes c. The conditional distribution in the CVAE is defined as
p(x, z|c) = p(x|z, c)p(z|c). By approximating p(x|z, c) and p(z|c) using deep neu-
ral network (parameterized by θ), the generative process of x is: (1) sample a
latent variable z from the prior network pθ(z|c), and (2) generate x through the
response decoder pθ(x|z, c). As proposed in [15], CVAE can be trained by maxi-
mizing the variational lower bound of the conditional log likelihood. By assum-
ing the z follows Gaussian distribution and introducing a recognition network
qφ(z|x, c) to approximate the true posterior distribution p(z|x, c), the variational
lower bound can be written as:

L(θ, φ;x, c) = −KL(qφ(z|x, c)||pθ(z|c)) + Eqφ(z|x,c)[log pθ(x|z, c)] (1)
≤ log p(x|c)
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Further, Zhao et al. [19] introduced Knowledge-Guided CVAE (kgCVAE) to
get benefits from linguistic cues. They assumed that in kgCVAE the generation
of x also depends on the linguistic cues y, and have proved that the kgCVAE
based dialogue model can more easily control the model’s output by cooperating
with the linguistic cues.

2.2 Emotional Intelligence

Emotional intelligence is one of the key parts of human intelligence. Exploring
the influence of emotional intelligence on human-computer interaction has a long
history. Experiments show that dialogue systems with emotional intelligence lead
to less breakdowns in dialogue [6], and enhance users’ satisfaction [9].

In the early studies, a few of emotion modeling approaches were introduced
to construct emotional dialogue systems. Polzin et al. [8] proposed a pioneer
work in emotional human-computer conversation, which is capable of employing
different discourse strategies based on users’ affection states. Andre et al. [1]
integrates social theory of politeness with cognitive theory of emotions to endow
dialogue systems with emotional intelligence. Skowron [13,14] quantize users’
emotion via affective profile and respond to users’ utterances at content- and
affect- related levels.

Recently, neural network based methods for emotional text generation have
been investigated. Zhou et al. [20] proposed Emotional Chatting Machine (ECM)
to generate emotional response by adopting emotion category embedding, inter-
nal emotional memory and external memory. Ghosh et al. [3] introduced Affect-
LM which is able to generate emotionally colored conversational text in five
specific affect categories with varying affect strengths.

Unfortunately, none of these neural network based approaches provides
a mechanism to determine which emotion category is appropriate for emo-
tional response generation. These works, mainly focused in generating emotional
expressions, are either driven by pre-defined rules, or in need of specifying target
emotion manually. Thus, in this paper we introduce two kinds of EsCVAE model
to address this problem.

3 Proposed Models

3.1 Problem Definition

Our models aim to learn the inner relationship of emotional interaction, and
to automatically specify a reasonable emotion category for response generation
given an input utterance. In practice, however, it is hard to evaluate the appro-
priateness if we only predict the emotional category. Therefore, we reformulate
the task as below:

Given a post utterance up = (wp1 , wp2 , · · · , wpm
) and its emotion category ep,

the goal is to predict a reasonable emotion category er for response generation,
and generate a response utterance ur = (wr1 , wr2 , · · · , wrn

) which is coherent
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with er, where wpk
and wrk

are the k-th words in the post utterance and the
response utterance, respectively. The emotions are divided into six categories
{Anger, Disgust, Happiness, Like, Sadness, Other}.

3.2 EsCVAE-I: Conditioned on Emotions only

Since most rule-based strategies are triggered according to the emotion type of
the input text, we firstly consider a variational autoencoder architecture condi-
tioned on emotional information.

Figure 1(a) delineates an overview of our EsCVAE-I model. An emotional
category embedding network is adopted to represent the emotion category of
the utterance by a real-value, low dimensional vector, since an emotion category
provides a high-level abstraction of an expression of the emotion. We randomly
initialize the vector of each emotion categories, and then learn the vectors of
emotion category through training. Thus, the emotion categories of the post
utterance and the response utterance are represented by emotion embedding
vectors ep and er, respectively. A bidirectional GRU network is adopted as the
response encoder to encode the response utterance ur into a fixed-sized vector
ur, by concatenating the last hidden states of the forward and backward RNN.
The post encoder is another GRU network that encodes the post utterance up

into a vector up.
To capture the inner relationship of emotional interaction, a conditional vari-

ational autoencoder architecture is applied in the proposed model. In EsCVAE-I
model we consider the post emotion ep as the condition c and response emo-
tion er as the linguistic feature y. The target utterance x is simply the response

Fig. 1. Illustrations of our proposed models.
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utterance ur. Assuming latent variable z follows isotropic Gaussian distribution,
with the recognition network qφ(z|x, c, y) ∼ N (μ, σ2I) and the prior network
pθ(z|c) ∼ N (μ′, σ′2I), we have:

[
μ

log(σ2)

]
= Wr

⎡
⎣x

c
y

⎤
⎦ + br = Wr

⎡
⎣ur

ep

er

⎤
⎦ + br (2)

[
μ′

log(σ′2)

]
= MLPp(c) = Wpep + bp (3)

In the training stage, we obtain samples of z from N (z;μ, σ2I) predicted by
the recognition network. The response decoder is a GRU network with initial
state s0 = Wi[z, c, er, up] + bi, which then predicts the words in x sequentially.
An MLP is adopted to predict the response emotion category e′

r = MLPy(z, c)
based on z and c. While testing, samples of z is obtained from N (z;μ′, σ′2I)
predicted by the prior network. And the initial state of the response decoder
is calculated as: s0 = Wi[z, c, e′

r, up] + bi, where e′
r is the predicted response

emotion.
The proposed model is trained by minimizing the reconstruction loss while

maximizing the variational lower bound. The reconstruction loss is calculated
based on the cross entropy error. Following [19] the variational lower bound can
be calculated as:

L(θ, φ;x, c, y) = −KL(qφ(z|x, c, y)||pθ(z|c))
+ Eqφ(z|x,c,y)[log p(x|z, c, y)] (4)
+ Eqφ(z|x,c,y)[log p(y|z, c)]

3.3 EsCVAE-II: Sensitive to both Content-Level and Emotion-Level
Information

A natural extension of the previous approach is a model that is also sensitive
to the content information, since emotion interactions in dialogue are not only
related to the emotional state of the talkers, but also closely related to the topic
of the conversation.

In order to get benefits from these features, we propose the EsCVAE-II model.
In this model we consider both the content-level and emotion-level information of
the post utterance as condition c, by concatenating the utterance and emotion
vectors: c = [up, ep]. Following the same assumption, the recognition network
qφ(z|x, c, y) and the prior network pθ(z|c) are calculated as:

[
μ

log(σ2)

]
= Wr

⎡
⎣x

c
y

⎤
⎦ + br = Wr

⎡
⎣ ur

[up, ep]
er

⎤
⎦ + br (5)

[
μ′

log(σ′2)

]
= MLPp(c) = Wp[up, ep] + bp (6)
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Then we obtain samples of z either from N (z;μ, σ2I) predicted by the recog-
nition network (while training) or N (z;μ′, σ′2I) predicted by the prior network
(while testing). Since the content information of post utterance up has been
contained in c, the initial state of the response decoder is therefore changed to
s0 = Wi[z, c, er] + bi. Details of the EsCVAE-II model are shown in Fig. 1(b).

4 Experiment Setup

4.1 Datasets

The NLPCC Corpus We use the Emotional Conversation Dataset of NLPCC
2017, which consists of 1,119,207 post-response pairs, to evaluate our approaches.
The dataset is automatically annotated by a six-way Bi-LSTM classifier which
is reported to reach an accuracy of 64%1.

The STC-2 Corpus We also use the Short Text Conversation Corpus (STC-2)
dataset, which consists of 4,433,949 post-response pairs collected from Weibo.
We apply the same Bi-LSTM classifier to annotate this corpus.

4.2 Model Details

We implement the encoders as 2-layer GRU and the response generator as single-
layer GRU RNNs, with input and hidden dimension of 400 and maximum utter-
ance length of 25. The dimensions of word embedding and emotion embedding
are also set to 400. We use a KL term weight linearly annealing from 0 to 1 during
training, to avoid vanishingly small KL term in the VAE module as introduced
in [2]. Both the prior network and the recognition network consist of 200 hidden
neurons.

In order to generate a better response, we adopt the learning to start (LTS)
technique [21], which use an additional network layer to predict the first word
instead of using a “GO” symbol as the first word. In addition, beam-search is
also adopted with beam size of 5.

4.3 Evaluation Results

Since automatically evaluating an open-domain generative dialog model is still
an open research challenge [5], we provide the following metrics to measure our
models.

Quantitative Analysis The following metrics are proposed to automatically
evaluate our models. At the content level, perplexity and BLEU are adopted.
At the emotion level, we introduce emotion accuracy and EIP difference degree
as the evaluating metrics. We randomly sample 5000 posts for test. Details of
quantitative analysis results are reported in Table 1.
1 http://tcci.ccf.org.cn/conference/2017/dldoc/taskgline04.pdf.

http://tcci.ccf.org.cn/conference/2017/dldoc/taskgline04.pdf
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Table 1. Performance of each model on automatic measures. Note that our BLEU
scores has been normalized to [0,1].

Corpora Model Perplexity BLEU Acc. Diff.

NLPCC corpus Seq2Seq 101.0 0.105 - 1.195

CVAE 47.2 0.090 - 0.171

EsCVAE-I 46.1 0.114 0.675 0.085

EsCVAE-II 44.3 0.139 0.690 0.072

STC-2 corpus Seq2Seq 88.4 0.156 - 0.289

CVAE 20.7 0.224 - 0.048

EsCVAE-I 20.9 0.211 0.621 0.042

EsCVAE-II 19.0 0.230 0.627 0.035

BLEU is a popular metric which measures the geometric mean of modified
n-gram precision with a length penalty [7]. We use BLEU-3 as lexical similarity
metrics and normalize the score to [0,1]. Following [16] we also employ perplexity
as an evaluation metric at the context level.

We quantitatively measure emotion accuracy to evaluate the EsCVAE-I and
EsCVAE-II, which is defined as the agreement between the expected emotion
category e′

r (generated by our models) and emotion category of the corresponding
generated response (predicted by the Bi-LSTM classifier mentioned in Sect. 4.1).

Fig. 2. Visualization of emotion interaction on NLPCC Corpus. The emotion categories
on X/Y-axis (from left/top to right/bottom) are: Other, Like, Sadness, Disgust, Anger,
Happiness.
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To evaluate the imitative ability of the emotional dialogue model, we adopt
the EIP difference degree as the evaluating metric. Emotion interaction pattern
(EIP) is defined as the pair of emotion categories of a post and its response.
The value of an EIP is the conditional probability P (er|ep) = P (er, ep)/P (ep).
We define the EIP difference degree as the agreement between the EIP distri-
bution of the original corpus and the EIP distribution of the generated results,
calculated as:

Difference degree =
∑

r

∑
p

|Po(er|ep) − Pg(er|ep)|2 (7)

where Po(er|ep) stands for the emotion interaction distribution of the gener-
ated results, while Pg(er|ep) is the distribution of the original corpora. In other
words, a lower difference degree indicates that the model has a better ability to
imitate emotion interaction.

As shown in Table 1, we have the following observations: (1) CVAE-based
seq2seq model performs much better than vanilla seq2seq model, since vanilla
seq2seq model tends to generate “safe” and dull responses, which lead to higher
difference degree and higher perplexity, and (2) thanks to the external linguistic
feature (response emotion), both EsCVAE models perform better on difference
degree metric. Figures 2 and 3 visualize the EIP distribution by heat maps, where
the color darkness indicates the strength of an interaction. We found that both
EsCVAE models perform better on emotion interaction imitating.

Fig. 3. Visualization of emotion interaction on STC-2 Corpus.
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Human Evaluation In order to better evaluate the proposed model at both
content- and emotion- level, we also analyze the generated results by human
evaluation. We recruit 3 annotators for human evaluation experiments. Annota-
tors are asked to score the generated responses in terms of emotional accuracy
and naturalness. Naturalness are annotated according to the following criteria:

IF (Coherence and Fluency)
IF (Emotion Appropriateness)

SCORE 2
ELSE

SCORE 1
ELSE

SCORE 0

We extract 300 posts from the test set, and for each model we generate 3
responses for each post. The results of human evaluation for the quality of
response are shown in Table 2. We calculate the Fleiss’ kappa as the statis-
tical measure of inter-rater consistency, the average score of Fleiss’ kappa for
naturalness is 0.471 and for emotion accuracy is 0.744. As can be seen, the
EsCVAE-I model gets the best performance in emotion accuracy metric, while
the EsCVAE-II model achieves better score in naturalness metric.

Table 2. Human evaluation in terms of emotion accuracy and naturalness.

Corpora Model Acc. Naturalness

NLPCC corpus Seq2Seq - 1.080

CVAE - 1.163

EsCVAE-I 0.283 1.176

EsCVAE-II 0.250 1.217

STC-2 corpus Seq2Seq - 1.170

CVAE - 1.187

EsCVAE-I 0.367 1.193

EsCVAE-II 0.353 1.250

In the progress of human evaluation, we found that vanilla seq2seq model
failed to capture emotion interaction, and most dull responses generated by this
model, such as “Me too” and “Haha”, are considered as emotionally inappro-
priate. On the other hand, the EsCVAE-I and EsCVAE-II model are capable
of learning frequent EIPs from the training corpus and generating reasonable
emotional responses. For example, when the post utterance is in a negative emo-
tional state (anger, disgust, ...), the EsCVAE based models tend to predict the
negative emotional category, and vice versa (as shown in Table 3).

In addition, the emotion accuracy in human evaluation is much lower than in
automatically evaluation, which indicates that it is still hard to assess a dialogue
model at emotion level, since this metric is complicate and subjective.
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Table 3. Sample responses generated by each model (original Chinese and English
translation).

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose two kinds of emotion sensitive conditional variational
autoencoder (EsCVAE) structure for emotional conversation, to model the inner
relationship of emotional interaction in human dialogue and generate emotional
responses. To our best knowledge, this is the first work to generate an appro-
priate emotion category for current large-scale conversation generation model.
Automatic and manual evaluation results show that EsCVAE based models can
predict a reasonable emotion category for response generation by learning emo-
tion interaction pattern from the training corpus.

We leave the exploration of EsCVAEs with attention mechanism for future
work. Additional accuracy improvements might be also achieved by extended
features (e.g. topics, dialog-act). At the same time, we will improve our model
by considering polite rules and persona model to avoid generating offensive
responses. We also plan to investigate the applicability of our model for task-
oriented conversation.
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